Tight time and cost constraints force chemical process industries to continuously reduce their experimental effort during chemical process development and to facilitate the application of model-based process technology. Nevertheless, the effort of setting up a detailed mathematical model for a chemical process remains still high due to the large variety of chemical process units and physical phenomena as well as increasing requirements on the sophistication of models. To overcome this modeling bottleneck considerable effort has to be spent with the systematization of process models, the formalization of their representation, and the development of knowledge-based software tools. This contribution deals with the modeling environment MODKIT, which supports the systematic development, maintenance, and reuse of chemical process models. It will be shown, how informal textual or graphical information defining requirements on models can be specified by use of MODKIT. Furthermore, computer-aided means for the structural and behavioural description of chemical processes, as well as an approach for the support of the workflow of model development will be described.
Introduction
In order to increase their market share and to cope with tight environmental and safety regulations as well as growing demands on product quality, chemical process industries have to continuously improve existing chemical processes and to develop new ones. Time and cost constraints force these industries to reduce their experimental effort during process development and to facilitate, the application of model-based process technology.
Due to the large variety of chemical process units and physico-chemical phenomena as well as increasing requirements on the sophistication of models the effort of setting up a detailed mathematical model for a chemical process remains still high. Furthermore, often a multifacetted family of models of varying degree of detail is required in order to support the application of model-based techniques during the whole process life cycle.
In order to overcome this modeling bottleneck a systematization of modeling as well as the development of advanced computer-aided modeling environments is required. Several research groups have focused on the development of such tools. Stephanopoulos and coworkers presented the Model.la environment (Stephanopoulos Henning & Leone, 1990) which gave the first account of a modeling language specific for the chemical engineering domain. The recent reimplementation of the Model.la environment (Bieszczad Koulouris & Stephanopoulos, 1999 ) provides a physico-chemical phenomens-based modeling language for representing chemical process models and a modeling logic for constructing the underlying model. ASCEND is an equation-based environment that focuses at formulating, debugging and solving large models (Piela Epperly Westerberg & Westerberg, 1991; ASCEND, 1997) . Omola constitutes an object-oriented modeling language that allows one to define model libraries and to build models in a hierarchical manner (Mattson & Andersson, 1992 ). Other researchers have proposed similar ideas which lead to prototypical implementa-tions of computer-aided modeling systems, e.g. Asbjørnsen, Meyassami, and Sørlie (1989) , Sørlie (1990) , Lund (1992) , Preisig (1995) , Perkins, Sargent, Vazquez-Roman, and Cho (1996) , Linninger, Krendl, and Pinger (1998) , Jensen and Gani (1999) , Trankle, Zeitz, Gintel & Gilles (2000) .
Although there have been considerable advances in the field of modeling and simulation environments in the last decade (cf. Marquardt, 1991; Pantelides and Britt, 1995Marquardt, 1996b for an overview over the current state in computer-aided modeling and simulation), currently existing modeling environments still do not sufficiently increase the productivity of modelers as pointed out by industrial modeling practitioners. In addition to the discussions in Zeigler (1984) , Balci (1986) , O 8 ren (1989) , Geoffrion (1989) Stephanopoulos et al. (1990) and Marquardt (1992) , the authors used recent conferences, industrial project meetings, and a field study (Foss, Lohmann & Marquardt, 1998) to collect requirements on modeling environments from a practitioner's point of view. They are summarized as follows: 1. Models are not just equations. In addition to equations model representations should include model assumptions and limitations, information on the specification of the degrees of freedom and on model initialisation etc. Furthermore, all decisions taken during a modeling project need to be recorded to render the modeling process transparent. 2. The development and storage of families of models for the same process need to be supported. As a consequence, the 6ersions of a model which have been built during a modeling project for whatever purpose need to be documented together with their interrelationships. 3. Since many engineers have problems in formulating process models by writing model equations, the interaction between the modeler and the modeling tool must be moved from the equation le6el to the knowledge le6el. This not only allows user interaction based on chemical engineering concepts every engineer is familiar with but also forms a basis for the set-up of correct and reusable models. 4. Modeling tools should adopt, store and retrieve modeling know-how to be used to guide the process of model de6elopment. 5. Support of model reuse and modification (for the same process after modification or for another similar process). 6. A repository of predefined model building blocks of fine granularity like equations describing reaction kinetics or heat and mass transfer must be provided. 7. Automation of parts of the modeling process. Although model development largely is an explorative and creative activity, automation of parts of the modeling process is possible. This includes knowledge propagation and documentation as well as report generation. These requirements are demanding and can only be fulfilled in the longer run. This is not only due to the significant implementation effort required, but also due to the need of further investigations of the fundamentals of computer-aided modeling. In order to explore at least a number of these issues, a research program has been set up with the objective to design, implement, and evaluate the advanced modeling environment MODKIT. So far, some novel functionality is provided in order to demonstrate ways of better supporting the modeler and thus reducing the modeling effort. Section 10 summarizes to which extent these requirements are satisfied by MODKIT.
Outline of the paper
This contribution describes the modeling environment MODKIT and summarizes its underlying principles. The next section presents a very simple case study. Section 3 presents a formalism to capture informal text and graphics which are often employed in the early phases of a modeling project to capture knowledge about the modeling problem. Sections 4 and 5 summarize the structural and behavioural description of chemical processes by means of canonical model building blocks as introduced previously (Marquardt 1996) . The formal representation of these process descriptions is outlined in more detail by Marquardt, Gerstlauer and Gilles (1993) , Bogusch and Marquardt (1997) as well as by the VEDA team (1999) . Functionality for the analysis of the model equations is described in Section 6. Section 7 summarizes the definition and execution of simulation experiments. The workflow of modeling and the functions to guide the modeler are discussed in Section 8. Additional details on the model development process and its computer-based support can be found in Jarke and Marquardt (1996) , Lohmann and Marquardt (1996) , Dö mges, Pohl, Jarke, Lohmann & Marquardt (1996) , Lohmann (1998) . Finally, the implementation of MODKIT and the fulfillment of the requirements stated in Section 1 is discussed. Additionally, future work is outlined.
In the following section a case study is introduced that is used throughout the rest of the paper to illustrate the functionality of the MODKIT environment.
Case study scenario
Assume that a project is initiated concerning the development of a model-based controller, which controls the temperature of the ethylene-glycol reactor depicted in Fig. 1 . In order to get some more information on the reactor the control engineer who is in charge of the project arranges a meeting. Among others the plant operator being in charge of the reactor and a chemical engineer take part in the meeting. The plant operator explains to the control engineer that the reactor is located outside not being protected by a factory shed. Nevertheless, (s)he considers heat losses small compared to the reactor cooling duty since the insulation of the reactor conforms to DIN 29811. The chemical engineer brought a flowsheet of the whole plant the reactor is part of. Using the flowsheet the chemical engineer provides some information on the reaction kinetics and the heat transfer coefficient for the heat exchanged between the reactor contents and the cooling jacket. Being asked about his opinion concerning heat losses between reactor and environment (s)he explains that the heat transfer coefficient between reactor and environment can only be estimated. Based on this information the decision is made that heat losses between reactor and environment will be neglected.
After the meeting the control engineer starts model development by collecting the informal information that is written down in the project proposal and that (s)he got from the plant operator and the chemical engineer. This includes the decision concerning the heat exchange between reactor and environment.
After having specified these requirements on the model the control engineer analyzes the flowsheet in more detail. For the reactor and the evaporator (s)he specifies qualitative information like the phenomena (s)he wants to take into account and the process quantities (s)he is interested in. Concerning the temperature controller (s)he specifies the type of controller, input and output signals as well as the quantities manipulated by the model-based control system. Then (s)he begins to write down model equations which correspond to the requirements on the model and the qualitative information on phenomena, process quantities etc. (s)he specified before. Finally, (s)he recognizes that (s)he has problems with model initialization and convergence. Therefore, (s)he creates several simplified versions of the model, in order to use data from a simulation run of a simplified model for initialization of a more complex one. In the end (s)he comes up with whole family of models for the ethylene-glycol process. After another meeting with the plant operator and the chemical engineer (s)he even creates a more complex model version, as (s)he recognizes that neglecting heat losses between reactor and environment lead to simulation results not corresponding well enough to the real reactor performance.
Based on this case study the following sections will show what different kinds of modeling information the control engineer specifies while setting up the model and how model development can be systematized by providing predefined model building blocks and workflow elements (modeling steps). Furthermore, it will be shown, how model development can be supported by computer-aided means.
Conceptuallzation and formal representation
Every knowledge-based system is committed to some conceptualization, i.e. in order to represent knowledge about an area of interest, it must know about the objects and concepts that are assumed to exist in the domain and the relationships that hold among them. A conceptualization therefore provides a coherent vocabulary for representing and communicating knowledge about the domain, but not the actual representational structure. In knowledge-based systems, explicit specifications of domain coneptualizations are called ontologies (Gruber, 1993) .
The conceptualization should guide the development of knowledge-based applications. Moreover, if carefully designed, the conceptualization can be reused for different process engineering activities such as process development, design, control, and operations. To support reusability, it is important to identify useful concepts (like process unit, chemical component, process quantity, or equation) and distinguish between the generality of these concepts in the domain. These representational primitive together with their taxonomic relationships (i.e. generalization and specialization) form a part of he ontology and should be task independent. They are the building blocks for describing domain knowledge. Nevertheless, designing such ontologies is rather difficult and time consuming and therefore development cost is a major obstacle to the construction of large scale intelligent systems (Guarino, 1994) . An import property of an ontology it that is gives a definition of the concepts and relationships necessary for representing domain knowledge, without reference to implementation aspects such as data structures or operations on these data structures. This puts ontologies at the knowledge le6el (Newell, 1982 ). Descriptions at the knowledge level can be divided into a conceptualization and a formalization (Genesereth & Nilsson, 1987) . While a conceptualization consists of ''the entities that are assumed to exist in the world and their interrelationships'', the formalization of knowledge entails the representation of knowledge about the domain as sentences in a formal language. Often some kind of predicate logic calculus is used as a representation means. Such representations provide formal declarative semantics but they cannot be easily understood by someone who is not trained in computer science. The application of such formalisms is therefore unnecessarily complicated. Instead, object-oriented approaches (see Kim & Lochovsky, 1989 for an overview of object techniques) seem to be preferable because they overcome the disadvantages of predicate logic formalisms to a large extent. Particularly, they map more closely onto the real world that is to be modeled.
Conceptualization of VEDA
During the past years an application specific objectoriented data model called VEDA (Verfahrenstechnisches Datenmodell) has been developed. It builds on ontological principles and should capture all available knowledge about mathematical modeling in chemical process engineering in order to support the construction of intelligent modeling applications. A diagram depicting the major parts of the data model is shown in Fig.  2 . The graphical notation UML (e.g. Booch Rumbaugh & Jacobson, 1999; Fowler & Scott, 1997 ) is employed to define the concepts and the relationships that hold among them. The diagram shows documentation-concepts which allow the user to capture the requirements a model should fulfill as well as the documentation provided during modeling. Moreover, modeling-concepts are used to describe the structural, behavioural, and material views of a model. Finally, de6elopment-concepts aim at supporting the workflow of modeling development. These concepts are presented in more detail in the subsequent sections. However, functions and geometrical-concepts which are used to describe the functions and geometry of process units are not in the scope of this paper. A series of technical reports (VEDA team, 1999) document the current status of the conceptualization. A redesign is currently under way in order to capture the whole lifecycle of process modeling more broadly (Marquardt, 1999; Marquardt, von Wedel & Bayer, 1999 ). An extension to cover complete design processes is intended in the future (Bayer, Schneider & Marquardt, 1999) .
Formal representation language VDDL
Besides conceptualization our work also aims at the formal representation of knowledge about mathematical modeling. For the definition of VEDA the formal representation language VDDL (VEDA Data Definition Language) has been developed. It includes the core concepts of object-oriented data modeling as identified by Kim (1990) and several extensions which have been suggested in frame-based knowledge representation systems like KL-ONE (Brachmann & Schmolze, 1985) and data modeling research (e.g. King & Hull, 1987; Kim, 1990) .
VDDL defines frames for modeling concepts and modeling relations by tuples of attributes, laws and methods. So called facets are used to characterize attributes or to add simple constraints. Fig. 3 illustrates the notation of a class frame in VDDL syntax and serves as an example for the representation language used throughout the rest o the paper. Since VDDL is a frame-based language the VEDA schema definition basically consists of frames. A class frame basically consists of the keyword class, some frame attributes in the header, and a body consisting of attributes, laws, and methods each contained in a slot. The frame attribute documentation contains a string describing the functionality and usage of a class. The frame attribute superclasses contains the more general classes the class is derived from, whereas metaclasses specifies the kind of the class. The frame attribute superclasses allows one to build taxonomic relationships between classes, i.e. slots defined in the superclasses are inherited by the derived class. The frame attribute metaclasses further restricts the structure and semantics of class frames.
Attribute definitions are split into four different kinds and consist of several facets which allow one to specify the semantics of each attribute. The :dom facet specifies the type of value a slot contains. Shared attributes have the same value for all instances of the class. The :val facet has to be provided for the attribute definition and contains the common value of all instances. Indi6idual attributes may contain different values for each object instantiating the class and the value is only valid for the specific instance. A default value can be supplied with the :init facet. Instrinsic attributes contain properties which inherently belong to an object whereas relational attributes comprise relationships to other objects. The tightness of coupling is further specified by facets. The composite facet :comp denotes an aggregation relationship which can be further characterized by the dependent and exclusive facet :dep and :exc, respectively. They can be used to specify composition relationships: composition implies that parts must not occur in more than one composite object and that the parts are automatically deleted when the composite object is deleted. The inverse facet :inv imposes cross- Fig. 3 . Notation of a class frame in VDDL syntax. referential consistency contraints for bidirectional relations.
Another slot type are the laws which restrict the possible instances of the class by logical expressions. Constraints are essential to automatically guarantee consistent specification and aggregation of modeling objects. Laws are specified in a slightly restricted form of first order predicate logic. Each formula consists of two parts: a Q-sentence (quantification) and an A-sentence (assertion). The Q-sentence specifies the variables occurring in the formula, and defines their types and underlying extension sets. The A-sentence is a formula in predicate logic over the variables defined in the Q-sentence. The Q-sentence is combined with the Asentence by the keyword :holds (see Urban, 1989 for details) .
Methods add procedural elements to the declarative knowledge representation. They define functions which are related to or operate on a class frame. In contrast to object-oriented languages, methods are not a means of encapsulation, since frames do not encapsulate their data. Method slots consist of an :interface facet which defines the input parameter types and the result type in a way similar to mathematical functions. However, methods may have side effects. For example, the :setslot operation may be used to manipulate values of the current or related object frames.
Conditions are used in frames that represent the workflow of model development. Pre-and postconditions allow one to check whether a modeling step is enactable or has been terminated successfully, respectively. Further, they guide the construction of new modeling procedures. Scheduling conditions suggest a sequence of modeling steps. A formal language to represent the different types of conditions has been introduced (see Krobb, 1997 for details). Some examples are given in Section 7.
A more formal definition of the language syntax comprising the lexical parts (e.g. keywords, primitive types and values) and the grammar in extended BackusNaur-Form (EBNF) as well as a description of the language semantics is given in the first part of the VEDA reports (VEDA team, 1999) and is documented by Baumeister (2000) .
The next sections describe the concepts used to represent model documentation, structural and behavioural model building blocks as well as the concepts needed for the workflow support of modeling.
Model documentation concepts
As stated by Geoffrion (1989) , inadequate documentation has been identified as a major factor contributing to failures of modeling projects. It impedes understanding, communication, maintainability, and necessary evolution of models. Thus, a modeling environment should use self-documenting representations and provide automatic documentation capabilities in order to solve the documentation problem (see e.g. Gass, 1984) .
Following the case study, it is assumed that the control engineer is going to develop a model for the whole plant from scratch by use of the MODKIT environment. Since we want to capture the history of model development as far as possible in order to facilitate model reuse and adaptation, all informal knowledge has to be documented from the beginning of the project. This involves recording the initial problem description, the requirements that must be fulfilled by the model, the modeling assumptions made, as well as all deliberations and decisions that influenced model development.
Hypertext concepts
In order to capture informal knowledge, a hypertext editor is used to create and maintain natural language statements and graphics. The basic idea of the hypertext approach (Conklin, 1987) is to break documents into small pieces called hypertext nodes and to interrelate them with hypertext links. Each node may contain arbitrary information (e.g. natural language text or graphics) whereas labeled links are used to build the semantic structure of a hypertext document.
The hypertext system implemented in MODKIT is based on object-oriented concepts. The underlying data model is depicted in Fig. 4 . It allows one to create hypertext networks consisting of hypertext nodes and links. Each hypertext node is represented by an information-unit that contains one or more pages. Each page comprises arbitrary textual and graphical information. A set of attributes describes the properties of an information-unit. For example, every hypertext node is characterized by the author responsible for the creation of the node, one or more keywords that can be used for indexing purposes in order to facilitate the retrieval of information, an abstract providing a short summary of the contents of the node, and annotations that may contain comments from readers. Hypertext node can be further refined. For example, in order to state model requirements an instance of the requirement class has to be created. In contrast, model assumptions are represented by the class assumption. This classification of hypertext nodes facilitates the search for specific information. In this way it is easy to lookup all instances of requirements.
In order to set up a hypertext network, informationunits can be linked to each other. These referential links enable navigation and browsing. The relation documented-object allows one to attach information-units with modeling-concepts. This enables traceability from requirements and assumptions to the artifacts of model development (e.g. modeling objects and equations). In this way models provide better documentation and reuse is facilitated, since the underlying requirements and assumptions can be traced. Moreover, if requirements or assumptions are changed, one obtains hints which parts of the model have to be adjusted. In addition, in order to set up hierarchically structured documents, chapters are introduced which comprise several information-units. Chapters may itself contain further chapters. Fig. 5 shows how a requirementsinformation-unit associated with a modeling object is realized in MODKIT (see also Section 10 for details on the implementation).
Going back to the case study, the user creates a hypertext node and incorporates the graphical flowsheet, (s)he got from the chemical engineer using the MoDKIT hypertext system. The flowsheet will serve as a starting point for model abstraction since the hypertext system allows the user to mark arbitrary areas of the flowsheet and link them with associated model representations. Additionally, (s)he creates a requirements node that holds all requirements the model should fulfill and links it to the flowsheet. The screen snapshot in Fig. 6 illustrates the result in the windows on the left.
The IBIS methodology
In addition, the hypertext system supports a methodology called IBIS. IBIS stands for Issue-Based Information System, and was developed by Horst Rittel and colleagues during the early 1970's (Rittel & Kunz, 1970) . IBIS was developed to provide a simple formal structure for the discussion and exploration of ''wicked'' problems. Indicators of wicked problems are:
The problem definition seems vague or keeps changing; the proposed solution creates a new, related problem; there are multiple solutions, but no consensus and no convergence. IBIS has been successfully used to support problem solving in various domains ranging from operations research to engineering over the past decades. Jarke et al. (1993) suggested to use IBIS in software engineering as an argumentation model to express non-functional system requirements. In chemical engineering Bañ aresAlcántara and co-workers developed a design support system for conceptual design of chemical processes called KBDS (Bañ ares-Alcántara & Lababidi, 1995; Bañ ares-Alcántara & King, 1997 ) that makes use of the IBIS methodology to explicitly record the design ratio-nale. They capture the information supporting or explaining the decisions made by an engineer when generating a design artifact.
Due to the similarities of design and modeling processes the IBIS method can easily be adapted to record the process of model development Dö mges et al., 1996) . The IBIS approach relies on the principle that design (and modeling) processes are fundamentally based on conversations among the stakeholders (i.e. the chemical engineer, the plant operator, and the control engineer in our case study) in which they contribute their expertise and viewpoints to design (and modeling) issues. Any problem, concern, or question can be an issue and may require discussion before the development process can proceed. The IBIS model focuses on the key issues of the development problem. Each issue can have many positions (i.e. decision alternatives). A position is a statement which resolves an issue. Often positions are contradictory to each other. Each of an issue's positions, in turn, may have one or more arguments which either support or object to it.
There are several kinds of links in IBIS which are illustrated in Fig. 4 (see also Conklin & Begemann, 1988 for a discussion of the IBIS model). For example, a position responds to an issue. Arguments must be linked to their position with either supports (pro arguments) or objects-to (contra arguments).
Considering the case study a typical IBIS discussion was initiated by the question ''Should the heat flux between reactor and surrounding be modeled?''. There are two contradictory positions, either to model or not to model the heat flux. For both positions supporting and objecting arguments can be found. Finally, a decision was taken to choose the position not to model the heat flux. Using the hypertext system and the decision editor of MODKIT the user creates an IBIS tree representing the discussion on modeling the heat flux between reactor and surroundings. The result is shown in the MODKIT screen snapshot in Fig. 6 on the right side.
Documentation generation
In order to maximize the productivity of modelers we aim at semi-automatic generation of documentation as well as automatic report generation. For that purpose the hypertext class dynamic-documentationis introduced which provides predefined document templates and methods that update the contents of the node on request (see Fig. 4 ). This class is refined in order to meet the specific requirements of the automated documentation of the structural and behavioural modeling objects introduced in the following chapters.
Export of documentation
To enable export of model documentation, the hypertext structure has to be traversed and the contents of each information-unit has to be collected into a file. Prototypical export filters for generating plain text of HTML files are available in MoDKIT and allow the user to use ordinary text editors or Web browsers to view or print the documentation externally. However, when external document viewers are used which are not seamlessly integrated in the modeling environment, traceability is hindered, since it is not possible to navigate directly from documentation items to associated modeling objects in MoDkIT.
Structural modeling concepts
After having specified at least some requirements of the model, the user has to analyze the structure of the ethylene-glycol process in more detail. Using the traditional unit-oriented approach (s)he would decompose the flowsheet into process units, and then start to specify the behaviour of each process unit. As a consequence, (s)he would come to a coarse-grained model structure, which is highly specific to reflect all properties of a particular process unit. The effort of maintenance and reuse of this structurally coarse-grained process model would be unnecessarily high, and thus decrease productivity in later projects. In order to reduce this effort MODkIT provides a set of canonical modeling objects, that represent chemical processes on various abstraction levels. The granularity is orientated at the scale of phase compartments and phase interfaces, rather than process units and streams of the flowsheet level in order to capture the phenomena driving the behaviour in a fine-grained manner. Further details of the related modeling methodology can be read in Marquardt (1996a) ; Marquardt (1996b) . The foundation is provided by scientific ontology (Bunge, 1977; Bunge, 1979) and general systems theory (Klir, 1985) .
Multifacetted modeling
In order to address the multifacetted nature of modeling (Zeigler, 1984; Stephanopoulos, 1992; Marquardt et al., 1990) MoDkIT is able to deal with various model versions which may differ in the kind of abstraction, the degree of detail, or in the model assumptions made. Therefore, each structural entity to be modeled (e.g. the reactor of the case study) is represented by a modelcontainer that is capable to hold all different model versions and the associated documentation that arise during the life cycle of that entity. According to Fig. 7 the model-container is derived from the organizationalconcept and comprises one or more models. Additionally, several chapters with information-units provide the documentation, e.g. requirements, assumptions, IBIS discussions, or any further accompanying documentation.
A model-container comprises several possible modelcontexts representing all information related to a certain kind of abstraction of the structural entity. For example, in one context the reactor may be viewed as a signal transformer using a black-box model, but in another context a more sophisticated first principles based model may be required. Thus, a model-container provides different kinds of abstraction of a structural entity. A context is self-contained and may have its own graphical representation in the model structure layout. The user is able to switch between different available contexts. A context of a structural entity is further described by its model-interface and -implementation. The interface describes the interactions of a structural entity with its surroundings, e.g. the reactor has two inlets, an outlet, and provides level information that is needed to control the inlet valve. Two structural entities are coupled by unifying their interfaces. In contrast, the implementation comprises an internal view and fixes the decomposition (if any) and behaviour of the structural entity. The separation of interface and implementation allows one to change the implementation without affecting the integrity of coupled entities if the interface is kept.
Moreover, it is possible to have several alternative model-implementations of one model-context, e.g. different decompositions of the reactor or different behavioural descriptions of the reactor wall. Both, model-contexts and their implementations are treated in an integrated manner in order to enable the modeler to access different model configurations easily. For that purpose a model browser is available that allows the user to view model implementations in different contexts including their documentation (e.g. requirements and assumptions), properties, and model equations in order to select an adequate implementation.
In order to deal efficiently with complexity, hierarchical model decomposition allows one to represent a structural entity on arbitrary levels of detail. For example, in a composite model-context the reactor of the ethyleneglycol process may be decomposed into the reactor contents where the reactions take place, a coolant, and the reactor wall. A composite model-context additionally comprises all model-containers of its subordinated structural entities as well as the graphical layout and coupling information.
Taxonomy of predefined modeling objects
Only if a set of canonical modeling elements is provided, decomposition and abstraction of the process are assisted considerably, since the modeler is released from inventing and defining adequate elementary and aggregated subsystems for every modeling problem. Therefore, two conceptually different classes, de6ice-implementations and connection-implementations, are distinguished (cf. Fig. 7) .
Devices represent any delimitable part of a process such as the reacting phase of the ethylene-glycol reactor. By definition, a device stores extensive quantities like mass or energy, and transforms its internal (intensive) state variables (temperature, concentrations, etc.) according to known sources and fluxes acting from the environment on the device. An (elementary) connection, however, never stores any extensive quantity, but provides fluxes to the adjacent devices which are either set externally, fixed by some constraint by a device, or determined by driving forces depending on the states of the adjacent devices. Typical examples for a connection are the pipe between reactor and evaporator, or the fluid-gas phase boundary between liquid and gas phase of the evaporator.
Two types of elementary devices may be distinguished, generalized-phase-implementations capturing all kinds of physico-chemical phenomena explicitly, and signal-transformer-implementations which map input into output quantities in the sense of a black box. In analogy to the devices two different types of connections are provided in MODKIT, flux-and signal-connection-implementations. The prototype of a flux connection is the boundary between phases of different aggregate state, whereas the prototype of a signal connection is an electrical or a pneumatic transmission line of a process control system. Flux connections can be specialized to film-and 6al6e-connection-implementations. The transport through film connections is dominated by conduction and diffusion processes, whereas valve connections are generalizing convectively dominated transport.
The taxonomy of model-implementations and corresponding model-interfaces (the latter is not shown in Fig. 7 ) has been implemented in MODKIT. The different types of structural entities can be chosen from dialogs, menus, and drag and drop palettes in order to allow the user an easy construction of models. Fig. 9 shows how a generalized-phase-implementation is realized in MODKIT. The instrinsic and relational attributes depicted in Fig. 8 are implemented as slots containing either single values (e.g. the dispersive state) or arrays of symbols (e.g. the occurring phenomena) and object references (e.g. the balance quantities), respectively.
Characterization of modeling objects
In addition to the informal documentation of modeling objects presented in Section 4, each modeling object is characterized by a set of attributes. These attributes are formally defined in VDDL. Figs. 8 and 9 depict the class frame of the generalized-phase-implementation. Attributes describe the behaviour in a qualitative way. For example, the reacting phase can be modeled as a generalized phase. Attributes describe the chemical substances, the dispersive state (e.g. homogeneous or quasihomogeneous), the aggregate state, geometrical information, phenomena occurring, the chosen balance quantities, intensive quantities that describe the state of the phase, and further important quantities. Appropriate dialogs (cf. Fig. 10 ) allow the user to specify the attributes in MoDKIT. Based on this specification the model development could be further supported. For example, balance equations could be derived automatically according to the information provided (i.e. balanced quantities, dispersive state, spatial resolution, coordinate system, phenomena like reaction, and flux interfaces). Moreover, model consistency could be enforced when changes and adaptations are made (e.g. when the reaction phenomenon is removed, the equations have to be adjusted accordingly). At present, a representation framework that addresses the needs of advanced modeling support environments is available and some consistency checks are employed to prevent the user from wrong coupling of modeling objects and to propagate information (e.g. substances and flux quantities) to adjacent modeling objects. There is ongoing work to explore suitable means like partial generation of model equations to further support the construction of models in the near future.
Setting up the model structure in MODKIT
In order to set up a structural description of the ethylene-glycol process in MODKIT the user selects predefined canonical modeling objects from a so-called palette (see left upper corner in Fig. 10 ) and transfers them to the workspace, where (s)he develops the model structure. As can be seen in Fig. 10 (s)he selects a composite device for the reactor (see EO-EG PRO-CESS workspace) and refines its description in the REACTOR workspace. Reacting fluid and coolant fluid are described by generalized phases, whereas a signal transformer is introduced for the temperature controller. The wall between reacting and coolant fluid is described by a composite connection, as in this case it is assumed that the wall has a capacitance for energy. Hence, a chemical process can be modeled on an arbitrary number of hierarchical decomposition levels. If the same information is needed on different hierarchical levels, MoDKIT propagates this information automatically. A typical example is the information on fluxes which is exchanged between modeling objects on different levels.
After having coupled the modeling objects the user describes their characterizing attributes as shown on the right side of Fig. 10 for the reacting phase. As mentioned above, these attributes correspond to a qualitative behavioural description of the modeling object considered. tion, transport, exchange, and source flux due to chemical reactions), thermodynamic states and state functions, phenomenological coefficients as well as geometrical quantities. Part of the specialization hierarchy which has been implemented in MODKIT is shown in Fig. 11 . According to Bogusch and Marquardt (1997) process quantities can be split into an interface and an implementation pespective. The interface describes the usage of a process quantity. It is characterized by the physial unit, the lower and upper bound of the value as well as a default value. The implementation perspective comprises the current value and the classification as either a computed quantity or design degree of freedom. Fig. 13 depicts the dialog for the characterization of process quantities. Moreover, the implementation comprises a reference to an equation that can be used to calculate the process quantity (see Fig. 11 ) in accordance with the and/or graph introduced in Bogusch and Marquardt (1997) .
Model equations
The values of process quantities are restricted by model equations. These equations may either represent physico-chemical laws or experimentally identified relations. Typically, the behaviour of generalized phases and phase connections is represented by a set of model equations that is interrelated with physico-chemical phenomena stated in the qualitative description of the modeling object whereas signal transformer behaviour is represented by an unstructured input-output map. More details on the various types of model equations can be found in Marquardt, (1996) . A taxonomy of model equations has been implemented in MODKIT as depicted in Fig. 11 which enables the modeler to classify and structure model equations in a well-defined way. As shown in Fig. 11 four kinds of physical equations may be distinguished, namely balance equations, constitutive equations, definition equations, and constraints. Balance equations express the change of an extensive quantity in either phases or phase connections and may be specialized to balances for total mass, for the mass of all species occurring in the mixture, for momentum, for total energy and for the particle number in case of particulate systems. Since balance equations do not suffice to fix the behaviour of a process part, constituti6e equations have to be added to determine generalized fluxed, phenomenological coefficients and thermodynamic states. In addition, constraints and definition equations describe all kinds of algebraic relationships between process quantities which have to hold at any time. Typical examples are volume constraints, reaction equilibrium, and phase equilibrium constraints. Fig. 12 shows how equation objects are implemented in MODKIT. A slot contains the symbolic expression of
Behavioural modeling concepts
The structural description of the ethylene-glycol process needs to be complemented by a behavioural description of each elementary subsystem in order to specify the system behaviour. As shown in Fig. 11 for generalized phase implementations, the behavioural description consists of the process quantities, i.e. balance quantities, intensive states, and other quantities, the phenomena occurring, and the model equations relating the process quantities.
Process quantities
The behaviour of a modeling object is reflected by the values of the assigned process quantities. Fig. 11 shows that two types of process quantities can be distinguished: non-physical quantities like signals representing any kind of information, and physical quantities that characterize physico-chemical phenomena. The values of physical quantities are restricted by physical laws, the values of non-physical quantities by arbitrary correlations.
According to Marquardt (1996) physical quantities may be refined to generalized fluxes (e.g. holdup varia-the equation. An equation parser is used to tokenize the constituents of the equation and to check whether the process quantities occurring in the equation are already defined. The process quantities found are linked with the equation. An attribute indicates whether the equation is algebraic or differential. Moreover, arrays of equations can be defined. The array dimension can be specified symbolically, e.g. as the number of chemical components or reactions. Similarily equations may contain expressions that depend on symbolic expressions, e.g. summing up all fluxes entering a generalized phase. As a consequence, the behavioural description of a modeling object can be specified in such a way, that certain kinds of model modifications -e.g. increasing the number of chemical components, or coupling an additional connection to a device -do not require a modification of the behavioural description.
At present, an arbitrary mathematical equation (e.g. algebraic equations, ordinary, or partial differential equation) interrelating process quantities can be supplied by the user for an equation object. This approach is definitely not sufficient and will be extended in the near future, in order to provide or derive equation templates (e.g. for balance equations based on the characterizing attributes of the qualitative description mentioned in the previous chapter), to impose consistency constraints (e.g. checking consistency of physical units), and most important, to provide means for behavioural decomposition as described in Bogusch & Marquardt, (1997) .
Beha6ioural description in MODKIT
In order to specify the behaviour of the ethylene-glycol process in MODKIT the user starts the behaviour editor (see Fig. 13 ) for each structural modeling object. Process quantities (s)he already specified during the characterization (cf. Section 4) are automatically loaded. If (s)he wants to introduce additional process quantities (s)he can browse through a specialization tree similar to the one shown in Fig. 11 and select the appropriate quantity. Furthermore, for each process quantity attributes like default, maximum or minimum value, physical units, or parameters describing the dimensions of an array variable can be specified if needed.
For the specification of model equations the user browses again through a specialization tree of model equations (see Fig. 11 ) and selects the equation type (s)he needs. As no means of automatic generation of template equations are provided yet, each equation has to be edited from scratch. An equation parser checks, whether all the variables used in an equation have been introduced as process quantities. If this is not the case, (s)he is notified accordingly.
Workflow concepts
Obviously, modeling knowledge cannot be adequately captured by looking just at the model itself, but lies largely in the methodology and experience how the process of model development is conducted. Therefore, a modeling environment like MODKIT should support the workflow of modeling (modeling process) in a similar way a workflow management systems support business processes in e.g. procurement or sales departments in industrial companies (Hammer & Champy, 1995; Jablonski, 1995) .
Supporting the modeling process helps to overcome the modeling bottleneck described above for various reasons. Guiding modeling engineers by appropriate modeling process definitions, which provide information on the selection of modeling objects or of actions to be performed next, leads to an increased quality of models in terms of correctness, consistency, robustness or appropriate degree of detail. Since the quality of a model has to be 'produced' the modeling process executed during model development is responsible for the model quality (cf. Pohl, 1995) .
Furthermore, the modeling process plays an important role in reducing model development times. For example, the modeler can be relieved from routine tasks like the dimensional reduction of balance equations as described by Gerstlauer, Hierlemann and Marquardt (1993) if appropriate modeling steps have been defined. As often more than 50% of the model developement time is spent on searching for existing information, model development times can also be shortened by providing appropriate expert knowledge depending on the state of the model.
Another important issue in supporting model development is to improve model documentation in order to facilitate the reuse of models and to record the experience gained during model development. This includes automatic tracing of modeling objects being selected, specified and aggregated, modeling objects being selected, specified and aggregated, modeling steps being executed and modeling decisions including their rationale (cf. Bañ ares-Alcántara & Lababidi, 1995). This information can help to improve the modeling process (experience-based learning), which will in turn improve model quality and lead to shorter model development times. Finally, the modeling process itself can serve as a 'tutorial' for modeling engineers who want to improve their understanding of modeling and modeling methodology.
Previous publications of the authors Foss et al., 1998) show that the modeling process cannot be described by a completely predefined workflow. Nevertheless, parts of the complete workflow (so called process chunks) can be formalized and supported in a knowledge-based modeling enviornment.
In the following, concepts needed for workflow support are described as well as their formalization. Finally, it is described how how these concepts have been implemented in MODKIT.
Those parts of the modeling process (process chunks) which can be described by predefined workflow concepts consist of a set of so called workflow contexts (cf. Fig. 14) . These can be defined as activities (i.e. information retrieval, decisions, actions, etc.) leading to a modification of the state of a model. Workflow contexts might be composite, if they can be decomposed into more refined contexts, elementary, if they are not further decomposable, or choice contexts, if a choice between alternative contexts has to be made. Fig. 14 shows that elementary contexts modify modeling concepts like devices, connections, variables, or equations. The parceling of the process of model development in many chunks necessitates a means to recognize when guidance can actually be provided. Therefore, a workflow context consists of an objective and subjective part.
The objective part is called situation and describes, which preconditions must be satisfied for the execution of a context, and which modeling concepts are involved. For example, the execution of a context for the specification of device attributes (cf. Section 5) requires as the precondition, that the device type has been refined to a level below elementary device (cf. Fig. 14) . The subjective part is called goal and describes the goal the modeler wants to achieve within a workflow context. This subjective part is necessary, since often the preconditions of more than one context are satisfied, so that the user has to decide what (s)he wants to do next.
Formal representation of workflow concepts
In order to support the formal representation of workflow concepts, the VEDA definition language VDDL (cf. Section 3) has been extended. In the following these extensions are briefly described (Lohmann, 1998; Lohmann, Krobb, & Marquardt, 1998) As outlined in Section 3 a VEDA frame comprises a slot type preconditions for the preconditions of a situation. For the formal description of preconditions a formal language has been defined consisting of a set of keywords. For example, the keyword :eq(6.p,w) where v and w represent VEDA objects and p denotes a VEDA slot, checks whether slot v.p of object v references object w. Another example, the keyword \0(k) where k R checks whether the variable k is greater than 0. By use of these two keywords the precondition :eq (d.degres-offreedom, DOF) :and \0 (DOF) can be described. This precondition checks whether the number of degrees of freedom of a device d is greater than 0.
In addition to the formal language capturing preconditions, keywords to describe the sequence of a set of modeling steps (workflow contexts) have been defined. For example, the keyword :sequence (a,b) where a and b denote VEDA contexts describes that context b has to be executed after context a. The keyword :alternati6e (a,b) where a and b denote VEDA contexts can be used if either context a or context b should be executed.
Finally, an example of a VEDA frame representing a modeling step (workflow context) is given in Fig. 15 . A detailed description of a large number of frames can be found in Lohmann, Krobb & Marquardt, (1998) .
The reader should note that this frame does not comprise a method describing the algorithm to be executed when a context is enacting. This method is defined in subclasses describing a specific modeling step (cf. Lohmann, 1998; Lohmann, Krobb & Marquardt, 1998) . (Pohl, 1995; Jarke and Marquardt, 1996) . 
Workflow support in MODKIT based on grafcets
In order to support the modeling in MODKIT the concepts described above have been implemented by use of the Grafcet formalism (David & Alla, 1992) , which corresponds to a special type of Petri nets and is used for the description of discrete event systems.
A Grafcet is a bipartite graph consisting of two nodes, namely steps and transitions, that are connected by arcs. A Grafcet step (graphically depicted as a rectangle) corresponds to a task in an arbitrary kind of process with discrete events. Such a step can be either active or inactive, which is indicated by a token depicted as a filled circle. When the step is active, i.e. marked by a token, actions associated to the step are executed.
A Grafcet transition (graphically depicted as a filled bar) is connected between two Grafect steps. Each transition is associated with logical conditions and/or events. When the preceding step of a transition is active and the transition condition is true and/or events assigned to the transition occur, the preceding step is deactivated and the following steps are activated.
In MODKIT a transition is associated with a situation (cf. Fig. 14) capturing as a logical condition the preconditions of a context, and with a goal describing the event that the model selected the goal corresponding to the context. As a consequence, in MODKIT a workflow context is described by a pair consisting of a Grafcet transition and step.
In MODKIT preconditions are expressed by use of methods, whereas the sequence of contexts is described graphically (cf. Figs. 16 and 18) . Future work will deal with mechanisms to express preconditions by use of the formal language described above.
So far, the concepts to support the workflow of modeling in MODKIT have been outlined. In the following some dialogs will be described which guide the modeler during model development. Section 8 will explain a process chunk for the behavioural description in detail.
In the upper right corner of Fig. 16 a process chunk is depicted graphically for illustration purposes, it supports the definition of a new structural modeling object. The device regarded is the flash2 device shown on the flowsheet of the ethylene-glycol process. The first workflow context, de6-or-conn-obj, describes the deci-sion, whether a device or a connection shall be introduced. It requires the interaction of the modeler, whereas the two following alternative contexts can be executed automatically by the modeling environment.
The tokens depicted in the above mentioned Grafcets indicate that in the moment, when the screen snapshot was taken, the name-concept context was executed. Accordingly the agenda manager being controlled by Grafcets indicates that currently the name-concept context is executed and that the user can select the specifyde6ice-type context will fire and transfer the token to the following Grafcet step. The action associated to this step then will start a dialog where the user can specify the device type.
Defining new chunks in MODKIT
In addition to providing tools to set up a chemical process model a modeling environment should support the user to document his modeling experience. Therefore, in MODKIT the user can define new process chunks (enforcing or recommending procedures which are proven useful to assure quality) on his own. Hence, the modeling process itself is subject to modeling for later reuse.
In order to set up a new chunk the user proceeds in a way similar to setting up the model structure of a chemical process. From a palette (cf. left side in Fig.  16 ) (s)he can select predefined workflow contexts and transfer them to a Grafcet workspace. Then (s)he specifies the type of context by browsing through taxonomy of workflow contexts. Finally, (s)he couples the contexts to form a Grafcet.
If a new type of modeling step is needed a set of dialogs supports the definition of new classes describing workflow contexts, situations, and goals. As a consequence, the user can extend the taxonomy of modeling steps providing procedural modeling knowledge.
Setting up a model within MODKIT
The case study in Section 2 can be used to illustrate the modeling and workflow support in MODKIT from the user's point of view. As described in the scenario the control engineer collects information on the model (e.g. requirements on the model, assumptions, and decisions). This information is entered in MODKIT by means of a hypertext dialog (cf. Section 4). Then the control engineers set up the flowsheet description on different hierarchical levels as well as characterization of each structural model building block (cf. Fig. 10) After the structural description of the model the control engineer starts to specify the behaviour of the devices and connections. He selects the device representing the liquid phase of the evaporator and asks the agenda manager to provide some help to define the behavioral description.
Beha6ioural description of elementary de6ices
As MODKIT comprises a process chunk for the behavioural description of generalized phases (a simplified version of this chunk is depicted in Fig. 17) , the agenda manager proposes this chunk to the control engineer who chooses to enact it.
Based on an underlying Grafcet (cf. Fig. 18 ), which represents the process chunk depicted in a simplified form in Fig. 17 , MODKIT starts automatically the behaviour editor described in Section 6. Then the agenda manager asks the control engineer to specify the balance equations (cf. first step in Fig. 17) .
After having specified the balance equations the Grafcet automatically starts a so-called incidence tool. This incidence tool supports the model in carrying out structural index and solvability analysis (Unger et al., 1995) while writing down further modeling equations on the level of a structural modeling object. This de- composition reduces complexity by assigning given coupling variables. Aggregation and its consequences for the structural analysis of large-scale systems is discussed below.
A tool that visualizes the incidence matrix of a set of nonlinear algebraic equations was also implemented in DESIGN-KIT (Stephanopoulos et al., 1987) . Similar to MODKIT the specification of the degrees of freedom in ASCEND is done for each model constituent in order to cope with the complexity of large-scale systems. In ASCEND a message 'squareyourself' can be sent to a complex model which sends it to constituent model parts, if each model part provides a method 'square' that fixes enough variables in it to make it into a set of n equations in n unknowns (ASCEND, 1997). The major difference of this approach compared to the one presented next is the incremental checking of degrees of freedom while developing the set of equations for a structural object.
Example 8.1
To outline the structural analysis functionality in MODKIT, a simple (incomplete) model describing the liquid phase of the evaporation of the ethylene-glycol process serves as an example:
The number of chemical components is n c . The total molar flux N :
L,in and the mole fraction x i L,in of the inlet and the molar fluxes N : i L,pb at the phase boundary are assumed to be given input variables. Thus, the vector of unknown state variables is z= The incidence matrix of Eqs. (1)- (5) for checking solvability is shown in Fig. 19 . The variables are depicted in the columns whereas the equations are arranged in the rows. The design degrees of freedom (input variables or parameters) are underlyed with a light grey bar. They need not be considered in the analysis. A circle indicates a valid assignment of an equation to an unknown variable. As Fig. 19 shows, 2n c + 2 variables could be assigned to the 2n c + 2 equations. Hence, so far no structural rank deficiency occurs indicating a solvability problem. However, the degrees of freedom which still need to be specified are n c +1. The remaining degrees of freedom are indicated by a dark grey bar. In order to square the system, the modeler can assign these variables to a fixed number or a time function. Alternatively, (s)he may extend the model and add additional equations as illustrated exemplarily for n L in Fig. 19 . For example, if the equation suggested in Fig. 19 is added, either n L or one of the x i L , i= 1, … n c − 1 can be assigned to this equation to thus reduce the number of remaining degrees of freedom to n c . Fig. 20 . Structural analysis with ModKit;s incidence matrix tool. Fig. 20 illustrates some aspects of the incidence tool. The process quantities occurring can be assigned to equations. They can be classified as either computed quantities or as design degrees of freedom. Moreover, unassigned quantities can be refined by additional equations. The equations browser offer a suitable entry point into the taxonomy of model equations as described in Section 6. Color codes rendering the columns of the state of a process quantity (assigned, unassigned, design degree of freedom) support the modeler during the model formulation.
Using the structural analysis tools in MODKIT
After the incidence matrix tool has been started the agenda manager asks the control engineer to select a process quantity which has not been assigned to an equation yet. Then the agenda manager offers two alternative modelling steps (cf. again Fig. 17 ). Either the control engineer choses to specify the selected process quantity as a degree of freedom, or he decides to select a new equation from the equation browser (cf. also Example 8.1). In the latter case, the incidence matrix tool introduces a new row for the new equation, and the agenda manager asks the user to assign a process quantity to the new equation in the structural solvability. In the case of a problem, the incidence matrix user can either decide to modify modeling assumptions and to return to the modelling step of selecting another process quantity. Or, (s)he decided to continue (as it is done if an assignment is possible) and to modify assumptions in a later stage.
If the number of degrees of freedom still to be specified (cf. Fig. 17 ) does not equal to zero, the user is again asked to return to the selection of another process quantity. Else the ALGO tool (Unger, Krö ner & Marquardt, 1995) is started for structural analysis. In the comparison to the structural analysis carried out manually by use of the incidence matrix tool, ALGO delivers as a result the index as well as the number of dynamic degrees of freedom. If the user did not find a complete assignment to confirm solvability manually, (s)he can, furthermore, use ALGO to check whether this result is correct, or whether (s)he just did not find a possible assignment.
Finally, the agenda manager asks the modeler to modify assumptions, if the structural analysis by ALGO shows that the equation system is structurally unsolvable. Else, the behaviour chunk is finished.
As explained, the behaviour chunk proposes the integration of behaviour description and analysis. As a consequence, the modeler detects solvability or index problems in an early stage and can modify the behavioural description accordingly. If (s)he had finished the behaviour description before carrying out model analysis, (s)he would have detected modeling errors in a much later stage, which possibly would have lead to larger model modifications. This will be illustrated by means of modeling equations for the liquid phase of the evaporator again. After having specified Eqs. (1)- (5) the total flux N :
L,out appears in the incidence matrix for the index analysis as an algebraic variable. When executing the process chunk for the behavioural description (cf. Fig. 17) , the modeler reconsiders this process quantity and has to decide whether it is a local design degree of freedom being specified by the adjacent connection, or whether it is determined from a modeling equation of the liquid phase.
Regarding the total molar flux N L,out the modeler recognizes that the adjacent connection does not comprise a modeling equation which can be used to calculate this flux. As a consequence, the flux has to be assigned to a modeling equation of the liquid phase. Unfortunately, the total molar flux only appears as an algebraic variable in (Eqs. (1) and (2)). Hence, it cannot be assigned to these equations during index analysis. To avoid a potential index problem, the modeler assumes a constant total molar holdup n L for the liquid phase, changes the total molar balance equation (1) to an algebraic equation, and assigns the total molar flux to this equation (see also Fig. 19 ). Then (s)he proceeds to specify the behaviour of the liquid phase.
Beha6ioural description of composite de6ices
In a similar way as described above for elementary devices, the behaviour of composite devices can be specified. In this way any deficiency in degrees of freedom, solvability or index can easily be localized in a large process model eventually comprising thousands of model equations. Implicitly, we assume that the subsystems (describing the behaviour of devices and connections) should be squared, solvable and of index one. Due to the model structuring employed aggregation of the subsystem to the complete equation system will then result in a squared, solvable and index one set of equations. However, there are cases where it is not appropriate to request all these properties on the level of the subsystem. Purposely, equations are not used in the assignment process or process quantities are not classified on the modeling object level. This will be explained next for the example of a design degreee of freedom.
Instead of classifying a variable of some subsystem as either a computed quantity or as a design degree of freedom and assigning an equation if it is classified as computed, it can be passed to the superior composite structural modeling object (composite device or connection) for later consideration. When the superior structural modeling object is analysed, the modeler considers the local variables as well as those passed from the inferior modeling objects to decide whether the variables are to be computed and assigned to equations of the composite object (e.g. a volume constraint) or specified as design degrees of freedom. Besides variables also equations can be passed from one structural modeling object to a superior one for variable assignment.
Obviously, a process quantity which is passed from some elementary structural modeling object to a composite structural modeling object is different from a local design degree of freedom. A local design degree of freedom is always a variable which is not calculated from any equation associated with the structural modeling object under consideration but specified externally. In contrast, a process oquantity passed on to superior structural modeling object is not specified externally. Rather, it is assigned to a local equation of the superior modeling object or to an equation which has been passed on from an inferior modeling object. This will be illustrated in the following example.
Example 8.2
For the composite device superior to the elementary modeling objects describing the liquid phase, the vapour phase and the phase boundary of the evaporator in Fig. 1 , a volume constraint
is specified. Here V is the volume of the two phase system, V L the volume of the liquid and V V the volume of the vapour phase.
When specifying the modeling equation for the liquid phase the modeler might already know, that V L will appear in a volume constraint. But (s)he might not know whether V L or V V should be assigned to the volume constraint. Therefore, (s)he could -in contrast to Fig. 19 -pass V L and equation (3) when doing the structural analysis for the liquid phase, and postpone this decision to the stage when (s)he will do the structural analysis of the composite device describing the two phase system. For the case that V V will be assigned to the volume constraint the modeler still has the freedom to decide whether V L is a design degree of freedom, or whether it is assigned to Eq. (3) of the liquid phase.
Passing on process quantities and equations
In MODKIT process quantities and equations can be passed on using special colour codes (cf. white colour in Fig. 20 ). These equations reappear in the structural incidence matrices of the two phase system.
Note that the calculation of the number of design quantities and equations passed on have to be considered additionally.
Using a model in the simulation
As practiced for a long time in simulation languages, model formulation and experiment description need to be distinguished, in order to enable reuse for different kinds of simulation experiments.
Experiment description
In order to prepare a simulation run the user performs the experiment description for each structural modeling object using the SPECIFY VALUES dialog depicted in the upper right corner of Fig. 21 . The dialog lists the process quantities available within a modeling object including their classification lower and upper bound, default values and physical units. It allows the user to assign appropriate initial values to process quantities that have been chosen for consistent model initialization and fixes the values of model parameters which have been classified as design degrees of freedoms (cf. previous chapter).
As another part of the experiment description the user has to decide upon the process quantities (s)he wants to be reported during the simulation run. Therefore, (s)he attaches a display to the reacting phase (cf. upper left corner of Fig. 21 ). In order to get information on the performance of the control devices, (s)he selects the product concentration and the temperature of the reacting phase as display variables.
Integration of simulation tools
Since MODKIT focuses on modeling rather than simulation, there is no numerical solver implemented. Instead, two equation-oriented simulation tools -SPEEDUP (AspenTech, 1997) and gPROMS (PSE, 1999) -have been linked with the MODKIT environment by means of direct communication between MODKIT and the simulator. A code generator is used to automatically transform the symbolic model representation into the input file required by the simulator chosen. The main advantage of this approach is that the user is not forced to learn the specific syntax of different tools in order to define a model. Moreover, a lot of errorprone routine work is taken from him/her. For example, connecting individual streams of a possibly rather complex flowsheet in a textual format as in SPEDUP or gPROMS is not necessary.
The MODKIT run-time en6iornment
As shown in the lower right corner of Fig. 21 a simulator-specific run-time environment is used to perform simulation experiments. The user is able to select either the steady-state or dynamic simulation mode of a simulator, the physical property data supply, and the various simulation parameters such as simulation time and the number of time steps. When a simulation should be performed the code generator will be invoked that produces the input file required for the simulation tool. Subsequently, the simulation tool itself will be started that processes the input file. During the simulation run direct communication between the MODKIT environment and the simulator takes place in order to get the simulation results. Plots of model variables selected as display variables will be shown as soon as simulation results are available. Additionally, a table showing the numerical values of the simulation results can be invoked (see Fig. 21 ).
Implementation of MODKIT
At present, all parts of the MODKIT architecture described in the previous sections are implemented using the G2 knowledge engineering environment (Harmon, 1993) . G2 is an application environment for creating intelligent systems that provides representational and reasoning primitives (objects and rules), a procedural language, a graphical interface, links to external applications, databases, and distributed control systems.
Architectural o6er6iew of MODKIT
In the following section the MODKIT architecture is introduced. This discussion is of a broader significance and should be interpreted as a guideline for the design and implementation of related computer-based tools supporting process engineering problem solving.
We propose a process-centered approach of model development. Since the process of model development used for different modeling projects is likely to be improved over time, not a hard-wired problem-specific environment should be used. Instead, the architecture should make a clear distinction between the explicit definition of the modeling process (cf. Section 7), the mechanisms for executing modeling steps, and tools the modeler interacts directly with when performing the process of model development (cf. Dowson, 1993) .
As shown in Fig. 22 , the architecture of the MODKIT environment -which was adopted from the architecture of PROART/CE (Dö mges et al., 1996) developed by the Information Systems group at RWTH Aachen -reflects this distinction:
The knowledge repository comprises modeling objects (see Sections 5 and 6) and modeling steps (see Section 7). The process engine executes modeling steps provided by the knowledge repository and determines the interaction with the tools and modelers performing the process.
The modeling tools provide a graphical user interface that allows the user to interact with the system. They access the knowledge repository in order to create, browse, and modify modeling objects. Additionally, they offer an interface that allows the process engine to invoke and control the tools. Modeling tools constitute of browsers, editors, generators, analyzers, and the agenda manager: -Editors allow the user to capture different types of information. Natural language text and graphics are recorded by a hypertext editor. The decision editor is derived from the hypertext editor and allows the user to document decisions during the course of modeling together with alternative positions and related pro-and contra-arguments according to the IBIS methodology (see Section 4). Flowsheet-like diagrams including the characterization of associated model building blocks can be created by the structure editor. The definition of process quantities and mathematical equations is supported by the beha6iour editor. -Generators transform the represented modeling objects into different formats. The code generator transforms the mathematical model into an input file as required by SPEEDUp or gPROMS. The report generator creates a textual representation for documentation purposes. -External tools can be integrated in the MODKIT environment with the help of wrappers. They allow the user to invoke and control the external tool and may additionally provide a simple graphical user interface. For example, SPEEDUp and gPROMS have been integrated with inter process communication (IPC) means to allow the user to run the simulation and collect the simulation results during the simulation run. The simulation environment of MODKit provides a user interface to configure a simulation run (e.g. number of time steps or physical property supply). Analogously ALGO has been integrated to perform structural analysis tasks (see Unger et al., 1995) . -Retrie6ing predefined concepts like a well-mixed phase or certain process quantity and equation types is supported by several browsers. They allow the user to select from a hierarchically organized collection of concepts. -Analyzers are used to evaluate the current state of the model. The incidence tool which is refined into the index tool and the sol6ability tool supports the structural analysis of a model building block (either composite or elementary). The dof tool counts the number of degrees of freedom to be specified. The agenda manger guides the user through the process of model development. It offers the modeling steps that can be enacted in a certain situation. By selecting a modeling step from the agenda manager the user indicates his/her goal. It is closely related with the process engine: enactable modeling steps are displayed by the agenda manager and enactment requests are forwarded to the process engine.
Structure of knowledge bases
During the development the different kinds of knowledge embedded in the MODKIT environment have been grouped into several knowledge bases. Fig. 23 The division into a couple of small knowledge bases facilitates knowledge editing and maintenance. The layer mechanism assures that the foundation knowledge bases are well-tested and stable. For example, the Classes-Kb will only be changed if the modeling methodology and the related set of modeling objects will be changed. The separation of tools into different knowledge bases allows the user to update and upgrade them independently from each other. Additionally, integration of novel tools is facilitated.
Extensions to the object-oriented paradigm
The literature on object-oriented systems suggests the prototype-based approach as an alternative to the commonly used class-based approach (Liebermann, 1986) . While the organization of objects in fixed, pre-defined class hierarchies with an inheritance relationship is quite restrictive, the prototype-based approach is more feasible in supporting highly creative tasks such as design.
The main difference between both approaches is that in a class-based object world a class definition holds all the structural and behavioural information (attribute and method definitions) necessary to create and use instances of that class. If one wants to alter a class definition (e.g. remove an attribute that is no longer required) the changes will be propagated to all the instances of that class. Alternatively, one could define new classes to reflect the changing needs, but this may involve reorganizing class hierarchies which may be dangerous if an unexperienced user will do it. In a prototype-based world every object is self-contained and knows everything it needs to know to clone itself. This allows the user to create instances of a prototype object simply by cloning and modifying them (e.g. add or delete attributes as needed) independently from the parent prototype object. In this way prototype-based approaches reflect more naturally creative tasks where patterns (such as class definitions) emerge during the completion of the task.
The current MODKIT implementation aims at combining the advantages of both worlds. It provides a structured taxonomy of base classes (e.g. standardized structural modeling objects, process quantities, equations types, and classes describing modeling steps) in order to guide model development in a sound and canonical way as well as to impose consistency constraints. Moreover, it allows one to build prototype objects by instantiating base classes and aggregating them to composite objects which may be reused by cloning and modifying in order to provide a high degree of flexibility.
In order to support the structuring and maintenance of the knowledge bases composed of new prototype objects, services provided by a terminological knowledge representation systems have been integrated into the MODKIT environment. Terminological knowledge representation systems are based on Description Logics, a highly expressive formalism with well-defined semantics, and provide powerful inference services. Subsumption services allow one to classify prototype objects based on attribute values and the compositional structure and hence support the organization of (partial) model for later reuse. Inference services like rewriting concept descriptions enable restructuring of class hierarchies. The integration of these services is accomplished with the help of the metaclass concept employed in MODKIT. Metaclasses allow one to introduce additional slots into class definitions that can be accessed by the inference services of the terminological knowledge representation system in order to add type information dynamically (Sattler, 1998) .
Implementation of tools
The retrieval, manipulation, and storage of modeling objects as well as the communication between tools and the process engine are realized via a standardized API (application programmer's interface). This allows one to evolve model representations and enactment mechanisms of the process engine without rewriting already existing tools. Fig. 24 illustrates applicability of the API. The various functions are structured into different groups. An example is depicted for the functions related with retrieval, creation, and activation of implementations of structural modeling objects. Functions are implemented as methods in an object-oriented manner. Polymorphism allows one to define a uniform interface, but to provide different method implementations for different modeling objects. Inheritance enables to override and/or extend method implementations as needed. For example, when activating a new model implementation the icon may be replaced, but for a composite modeling object the decomposition view has to be set additionally.
User interaction capabilities
The design of the graphical user interface of MOD-KIT has been inspired by construction kits (Fischer & Lemke, 1988) . Construction kits offer domain-oriented building blocks in a palette and a work area for construction by direct manipulation. In addition to design by composition (using the palette and constructing an artifact from scratch) they also support modification. Existing designs can be modified by retrieving them from a catalog and manipulating them in a work area. The catalog serves also as a learning tool, since the user can copy examples in the work area. The MODKIT enviroment provides a palette that offers a set of canonical modeling objects that can be dragged to a workspace to build composite modeling objects. When coupling modeling objects, only valid couplings are possible (i.e. conformant with respect to directionality and type of the adjacent interfaces). Further, the catalog can be used in both direction: one can retrieve previous solutions, copy and modify them on a workspace as well as store models for later reuse in the catalog.
Moreover, MODKIT is a multi-user en6iroment, since G2 allows multiple users to access the same knowledge bases via TELEWINDOWS (Harmon, 1993) . Thus, any number of authorized users can have access to MOD-KIT via network connections. This offers the possibility to have a team of modelers working concurrently on a modeling project to shorten development time. Tested model building blocks of different team members can be exchanged via the catalog and a complex model can be built up by step-wise integration process.
Conclusions and future work
The development of mathematical models from scratch is still error-prone, costly and time-consuming despite the progress made by commerical modeling tools. The major accomplishment in commercial tools are improved mechanisms of model structuring and the provision of easy-to-use graphical user interfaces (see for example the latest version of ASPEN CUSTOM MODELER, AspenTech, 1999) . Hence, model definition and model application is facilitated. However, even the most sophisticated commercial tools still fail to support the whole lifecycle of process modeling. Maintenance, adaptation and reuse of already existing models are not sufficiently supported. Further, modeling productivitiy increases and model quality assurance is very limited since the focus of modeling support functionality is largely focussing on the representation and implementation of simulation models. The workflow of modeling is not addressed. Hence, guidance on request in order to support less experienced modelers is not available. In order ot overcome these problems, a process-centered model de6elopment framework has been adoopted for the MODKIT project (Dö mges et al., 1996) .
Requirements on modeling tools re6isited
In the following, th requirements on modeling tools as stated in Section 1 are reviewed again. Fig. 10 ) rather than just writing down equations. The material content is described by the phases, species, aggregate state, and dispersive state. The coordinate system and the geometry can be specified to describe the shape of a vessel. A phenomena-based description introduces further modeling assumptions with respect to reactions or thermodynamic equilibrium. Balance quantities and the spatial resolution can be chosen to specify the behavioural description. The characterization is part of the formal representation of model building blocks (see Fig. 8 ) and is essential to implement mechanisms for (partially) automated model generation, maintenance of consistency, documentation of the resulting mathematical model and indexing of models to support retrieval of model building blocks for reuse. Although the representational framework is almost complete, some functionality still has to be implemented to support model construction in MODKIT. However, different authors have shown recently that the chosen approach is feasible. (see Hangos and Cameron (1997) , Jensen and Gani, (1999) , Bieszczad, Koulouris, and Stephanopoulos (1999) for example). 4. Guidance of model de6elopment. Predefined modeling steps can be composed to form proven modeling strategies which can be employed by less experienced modelers. An agenda manager (see Fig. 16 ) is available on request that guides users through the process of model development step by step. 5. Model reuse and modification. Modeling objects including their characterization and documentation can be put on a catalog to build visual libraries for reuse. They can be cloned from the catalog and modified according to the specific needs due to the prototype-based approach implemented in MODKIT (see Section 10). 6. Predefined model building blocks of fine granularity.
Several class taxonomies comprising predefined modeling objects, process quantities, and equations are available and the modeler can choose among these concepts with suitable menus. The classification prevents the modeler from combining them in an inconsistent way. For example, a flux interface cannot be attached to a PID controller. Properties of these model building blocks provide suitable default values which can be overridden by the modeler. 7. Automation of parts of the modeling process. Some means to automate parts of the model development process have been implemented in MODKIT. Based on the characterization of modeling objects, hypertext documentation is generated automatically. During the structural description interface coupling are propagated. The dimensionality of process quantities, terms, and equations is adjusted according to the number of substances or reactions. However, there is still a lot to do, e.g. automatic generation of arbitrary balance equations, provision of operators for deriving equations from phenomena-based descriptions, symbolic preprocessing like discretization or index reduction prior to the numeric solution, etc.
Future work
In order to further improve the productivity of modelers during model development and maintenance we plan to extend our approach in the following areas:
Model documentation concepts: the effort for documenting models has to be minimized. Therefore, specific tools are necessary, e.g. a requirements editor for efficient management of model requirements. On the other side, dynamic document creation and update as well as report generation must be extended for any structural and behavioural modeling object at any level of the model hierarchy. Structural modeling concepts: additional concepts have to be implemented to efficiently represent and manage regular structure, for example a distillation column may be decomposed into a vector of devices and connections abstracting individual trays and the transport of mass and energy between the trays (cf. Marquardt, Gerstlauer & Gilles, 1993) . Beha6ioural modeling concepts: the generation of balance equations has to be automated based on the characterization of structural modeling objects. Moreover, the set of equations assigned to a structural entity can itself be viewed as a structured system which can be decomposed into a phenomenabased scheme of interrelated process quantities and equations. The aim is to build a repository of phenomenological modeling knowledge as outlined in Bogusch and Marquardt (1997) . In addition, further tools are required for symbolic preprocessing (such as index reduction, discretization, and model reduction). Open CAPE en6ironment: As a long term perspective, we aim at the development of an open Computer-Aided Process Engineering (CAPE) environment in order to efficiently support modelbased applications (Marquardt, 1999; Marquardt et al., 1999) . The main idea is to have a single modeling tool supporting model development that plays the role of a model server (cf. Marquardt, 1991; Pantelides & Britt, 1995) with access to repositories providing comprehensive modeling knowledge in terms of reusable model building blocks at arbitrary levels of aggregation as well as reliable modeling strategies. Using standardized protocols arbitrary CAPE tools can be wrapped and integrated into this framework as model clients in order to benefit from the modeling knowledge already available. As a consequence, no translation of models into different representations and no maintenance of possibly inconsistent model versions for the same chemical process is needed.
Lessons learned
The implementation work on MODKIT showed that for really large models, i.e. models involving several thousands of process quantities and equations the knowledge engineering environment G2 employed does not scale very well. Startup time of the modeling environment and retrieval of existing models takes unacceptable time due to the very large number of objects involved. Additional drawbacks are heavy memory and processor demand as well as expensive licence fees.
As a consequence, in order to pass the prototypical stage, software development has to be based on component software technology (Adler, 1995) . Componentbased software design allows developers to split the responsibilities of the modeling environment into small binary units which can be developed and tested indepedently. Software components can be mixed and matched in order to build a custom modeling environment. The separation of component interfaces and implementations allows developers to evolve the system very easily. Additionally, the extended markup language XML should be used as a standard data format to store and retrieve models, simulation results, and related documentation. Users can employ XML-enabled web browsers to view XML documents distributed over the internet or a company's intranet. Plug-in components for the browsers will allow the user to edit models, run simulations, and visualize the results.
